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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2658-Where exactly did he go wrong? 

Did she guess it? 

Or was she trying to trick him? 

David could not figure it out. 

However, since she had already put this out in the open, he did not want to 
continue hiding anything. 

There was no reason to do so. 

So what if he hid this? 

What could happen even if he decided to reveal it? 

Who would be able to control his actions? 

David was now in a high position. 

He decided to go with the flow. 

If he was found out, he would just admit it readily. 

Keeping it a secret longer would not be appropriate for him. 

“I’m quite curious, Madam Chandler. How are you so sure that it was me?” 
David asked curiously. 

Leticia was delighted when she heard David’s reply. 

It was just as she suspected!!! 

She did not guess wrong. 

The person who had saved them was the young man in front of her. 

She was mentally prepared for this. 



Yet, Leticia was so excited that she could not help trembling. 

“Master David, if I told you I guessed it, would you believe me?” Leticia replied 
carefully. 

David had admitted it. 

She did not dare speak in the same tone to him as before. 

This was a powerhouse in front of her. 

All Leticia remembered was numerous Soul Fracturing Arrows shot at her. 
The only thing she could do was to hold Zion tightly in her arms and use her 
body to shield him from harm. 

However, when she opened her eyes again, all of the Soul Fracturing Arrows 
had lost their momentum and fallen all over the floor of the carriage. 

Leticia had no memory of what had transpired. 

She had never experienced such a strange occurrence before. 

“Even if it was a guess, it won’t necessarily lead you in this direction. Go on 
and ask Captain Himmel out there and see if he has the same guess as you.” 

“Master David! Actually, I noticed some clues while chatting with you, which 
slowly led me to this guess. From the 

knowledge I have of the Great Quinn Empire, the places you mentioned did 
not match any location found in this Empire. Moreover, a young man like you, 
having visited so many strange places, isn’t something an ordinary person can 
achieve,” Leticia explained. 

“Alright! I was acting too callously. I’m afraid I don’t have that much time to 
escort you to the Imperial Capital.” David stopped talking about this and 
changed the topic. 

“To be frank, Master David, we’ve encountered more than dozens of 
ambushes during this journey. When we started, we had hundreds of men 
with us, but, after only two-thirds of the journey, we only one-tenth of the men 
left. Without you escorting us, another attack like before would ensure our 
death,” Leticia said grimly. 



David was silent and said nothing. 

After a while, he asked, “Can you tell me why are those people after you?” 

Leticia disclosed everything to David: their true identity, the reason for their 
journey, and the identity of their enemy. 

Upon hearing her story, all David could think of was that this was such a 
cliched tale of an illegitimate son trying to claim the throne but being thwarted 
by his scheming relatives. 

However, this throne was not a minor one: it was the throne of the Great 
Quinn Empire. 

He glanced at Zion. 

Who knew this little guy was the heir to the throne? 

If they could arrive safely at the Imperial Capital, he would inherit it. 

 

 

 

 


